Intermediate Channel/Picket Railing Detail

GAR-P1 PICKETS
AT 114.5mm O.C.
(4-1/2" O.C.)

Notes:
1. Installation to be completed in accordance with manufacturers specifications.
2. Do not scale drawings
3. Contractors note: For product and company information visit www.grecorailing.com
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GAR-P1 PICKETS AT 114.5mm O.C.
(4-1/2" O.C.)

GAR-M1 CHANNEL

1070mm MIN.
(42")

100mm MAX.
(4")

BALCONY RAILING SECTION

* maximum span 2440 (8'-0")

Notes:
1. Installation to be completed in accordance with manufacturers specifications.
2. Do not scale drawings
3. Contractors note: For product and company information visit www.grecorailing.com

* Maximum span 2440 (8'-0")
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